
Capacity 5000mAh

Charger 20W TurboPower™ charger USB-C

Battery life Up to two days of battery life1

Battery

Main camera MPx
· 48MP (f/1.8) 
· 2MP AF macro   
· 2MP depth

Front camera MPx · 8MP (f/2.2)

Cameras

Operating system AndroidTM 10.0. One major OS upgrade

CPU Qualcomm Snapdragon™   
662 octa-core processor

GPU Adreno 610

Memory 4GB RAM

Internal Storage 64GB Internal Storage  
(expandable up to 512GB microSD card)

Biometrics Fingerprint reader, face unlock

Sensors Accelerometer, Ambient Light, 
Proximity, Gyroscope

Performance

Speakers Mono

Headphone jack 3.5mm headphone jack

Microphones 2

Audio

Dimensions; weight 165.21 x 75.73 x 9.18, 200g

Water protection Yes

Available colours Sapphire Blue

Design

Moto Experiences Moto Display, Moto Actions

 

Experiences

Size 6.5” v notch

Resolution 720 x 1600, HD+

Aspect Ratio (Ratio 20:9)

Protective cover and headset available in selected markets only, 20W charger head, Data cable,
SIM removal tool, Quick start guide, Legal insert

In box

Android Enterprise Recommended offers an ecosystem of devices and services verified by Google against enterprise grade requirements for performance, consistency and security updates.

Certain features, functionality and product specifications may be network dependent and subject to additional terms, conditions, and charges. All are subject to change without notice. MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
©2020 Motorola Mobility LLC. All rights reserved. MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2020 Motorola Mobility LLC. All rights reserved. Qualcomm Snapdragon is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its 
subsidiaries. Qualcomm and Snapdragon are trademarks of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United States and other countries. Google is a trademark of Google LLC.1. All battery life claims are approximate and based on the median user tested across a mixed use profile (which includes both usage and standby time) under optimal network 
conditions. Actual battery performance will vary and depends on many factors including signal strength, network and device settings, temperature, battery condition, and usage patterns. Battery must be substantially depleted; charging rate slows as charging progresses.  All battery life claims are approximate and based on the median user tested 
across a mixed use profile (which includes both usage and standby time) under optimal network conditions. Actual battery performance will vary and depends on many factors including signal strength, network and device settings, temperature, battery condition, and usage patterns. 2. 128 GB version is available in certain countries. 3.Supports up to 
512GB microSD card, microSD cards sold separately. Content with DRM restrictions may not be able to be moved to the card. 4. The 48MP sensor combines 4 pixels into 1, for an effective photo resolution of 12MP. 5. Water-repellent design creates a barrier to help protect against moderate exposure to water such as accidental spills, splashes or light 
rain. Not designed to be submersed in water, or exposed to pressurized water, or other liquids; may diminish over time. Not waterproof.

Display

Bands 

CDMA and LTE Bands are  
region/ model dependant

GSM : 850/900/1800/1900

UMTS : 850/900/1700/1900/2100

LTE Bands: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 26, 28, 38, 40, 41, 66

Max Download speed 150Mbps - cat4

Wi-Fi a/b/g/n/ac 2.4GHz, 5GHz
WiFi hotspot

Bluetooth Bluetooth® 5.0

NFC  
Region dependant Yes 

SIM  
Region dependant Single or Dual (2nd SIM or SD card)  

Screen mirror Via ChromeCast

Ultra fast for all

Connectivity

https://www.android.com/enterprise/recommended/

